A Dress of navy blue Tricolette, embroidered in silk, 45.75
B. Suit of white silk Paulette bordered with brushed angora. This model also comes in colors. 41.00
C. Dress of beaded Empire Camagie in French blue or pearl gray. 49.75
D. Dress of navy blue Serge with panel and reverse of gray brushed angora with white braid. 49.00
E. Suit of navy blue Satin with border of gray brushed angora. 45.00
F. Suit of sage silk Paulette with surplice throw. 45.00
G. Dress of black Tricolette with embroidered mon¬
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**Fashion Arrays for Summer at the Seashore, in the Mountains and in the Country**

Even to be an onlooker at sports requires that the dress be in accord with the joyous spirit of the occasion. The mode in smart sports wear finds its newest expression in the distinction and charm of these suits and dresses covering those phases of fashion defined by dress at the great resorts and for country entertaining.
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